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ON ALL SPECIAL ORDER MILGARD WINDOWS & DOORS
April 1 through April 20, 2019 only at Mead Clark Lumber

Whether you’re replacing a single
window, adding a pair of french
doors, adding a room, or building
a new home, you will save 20%
on all Special Order Milgard
Windows and Doors purchased
at Mead Clark Lumber April 1
thru April 20, 2019. No prior
purchase price adjustments. See
store for details.

Tool has a Lifetime
Mfg Warranty!
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3-1/2" 18V Cordless Brushless
Plastic Strip Framing Nailer
#NR1890DR. Unique Air Spring Drive System
that uses compressed air to drive each nail
resulting in zero ramp up time, increased
driving speed, recoil that feels like a
pneumatic nailer.Powered by a Compact
3.0Ah Lithium Ion battery included.

FREE 3/8 x 100' Poly Hose # 115317
with purchase of #NV65AH, NR65AK
or AKS - While they last!

For more information, a free price
quote or to speak to our experts,
call 707-576-3333.

$

34900ea.

$

349

2-1/2” Strap-Tite
Strip Nailers

2-1/2” Coil
Siding Nailer

Ultra Modern, Colonial, Country, Classic, Bungalow, Ranch Home and
more.... Milgard Windows and Doors fit into any architectural vision. Our
experts can help you choose a style that’s right for you and your home.

Essence Series®:

Ultra™ Series Fiberglass:

Wood has always been praised for its
beauty and natural insulating properties
inside the home--but presented real
challenges in terms of durability on the
exterior. With Essence Series®, Milgard
combines the best of both worlds. A
durable fiberglass exterior stands strong
to protect a solid wood interior against
the elements for lasting beauty and
exceptional performance.

Stay true through almost any
environment. Because it's made from
glass fibers, the frame expands and
contracts at approximately the same
rate as the insulated glass it holds. This
puts less stress on the seals, reduces the
chance for seal failure while allowing for
a clear, fog-free view.

Milgard Aluminum:
Popular with architects, aluminum
windows and doors help accentuate the
clean lines of modern design.
Aluminum Series are not only beautiful,
they are extremely durable to achieve
unique architectural vision. Choose
from White, Clear Anodized and Dark
Bronze Anodized.
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$

SAVE 20% ON
ALL WINDOWS

#NR65AKS or #NR65AK.
Lightweight for easy
maneuverability. Narrow
design for ease of use in
tight spaces. Adjustable
air deflector directs the
air exhaust in any direction. NR65AKS with a
short magazine for tight
angles.

#NV65AH. 4.6lbs. Depth
of drive adjustment to
countersink or flush
drive nails. Drives wire
and plastic sheet
collated nails.
Adjustable air deflector,
directs the air exhaust
in any direction.

Tuscany® Series Vinyl:
Crafted from a proprietary blend of
premium vinyl, which marks the
distinction when crafting for superior
results. Tuscany Series windows also
come with Milgard's newest features in
hardware and security for a lasting
impression.

149 6”x75’ roll #6FW
$
189 9”x75’ roll #9FW

$

SAVE 20% ON
ALL DOORS

Dupont Flex Wrap
Style Line® Series Vinyl:

Self adhered butyl flashing helps prevent
water intrusion at window and door sills
without mechanical fasteners.

Crafted with narrow frames to allow for
more visible glass area. The slim-profile
design minimize obstructed view
between two windows, making Style
Line Series a great choice to use in
combinations that reflect a sleek,
contemporary look. Frames are
available in a multitude of neutral colors
to blend with softer tones.

$

35634”x75’ #4TFT $48536”x75’ #6TFT
Dupont Flashing Tape

Super Stick Building Tape #4SS 4”x75’ $2393 #6SS 6”x75’ $3393
A high tack, tenacious, durable, peel and stick air/vapor barrier tape system used
for sealing PVC and aluminum fin windows and doors; window and door
openings; and as a full coverage air vapor barrier membrane. Designed to be
applied down to -20°F without the use of primer or mechanical fasteners on
most substrates. (Substrates must be tested for adhesion.*) Utilizes a high tack
pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) combined with a high performance facer film.
Provides a full 12 month UV exposure. A greener, cleaner building tape solution
that offers No VOC’s, HFCC’s, nor CFC’s. It is non-toxic and non-allergenic.

#2TF 2”x50’ $1373 #4TF 4”x50’ $2683

Protecto Wrap Joist Tape

Contains no asphalt components; instead, it
uses a superior performance butyl-based
adhesive system and a thermally stable
polyolefin top-sheet that will not deteriorate
or stain after extended exposure to
temperatures up to 180°F. It adheres well to
most common building materials while
maintaining a forgiving initial tack, thereby
allowing for repositioning of the product
during installation.

40 mil thick. Flexible peel and stick waterproofing membrane tape that is intended
for use as a waterproof/anti-corrosive barrier between ACQ/AC2 treated lumber and
metal surfaces, including between metal
hangers, sill plate, and deck plates.
$

2163

Dupont Flex Wrap EZ 2-3/4”x15’

For new construction or retrofit!
Vulcan Vent® begins with a
standard frame design, but
behind that is 1/4” hexagon
expanded aluminum,
coated with an intumescent
coating from Fire Free
Coatings Inc. The coating
swells up when exposed to
high temperatures and
closes off the cells,
effectively blocking off fire
& ember intrusion.

Mead Clark stocks the
following Vulcan Vents:

Before exposure to heat.

After exposure to heat.

6002048
6002055
6002109
6002130
6002093
6002123
6002000
6002338
6002246

2" Round Eave Vent
3" Round Eave Vent
6x14 Foundation Vent
8x14 Foundation Vent
6x14 Stucco Vent
8x14 Stucco Vent
3-1/2”x22” Eave Vent
2"x10' Soffit Fire Vent
14”x18” Gable End Vent

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm

#FWEZ. FlexWrap EZ was designed
specifically to help create an air- and watertight seal when installed around
penetrations of all different shapes and
sizes. It is ideal for flashing around the many
smaller electrical, HVAC, and plumbing
penetrations as a fast and easy solution to
help improve energy efficiency and the
durability of a wall system.
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